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…having loved His own who were in the world, He loved them to
the end. John 13:1
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Mother Teresa reportedly said, “They may not remember what you
said. They may not even remember what you did. But they will
always remember how you made them feel.” In the verse above,
the Apostle John records how Jesus made him and the other
Apostles feel—loved.
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How do we make the people in need that we serve feel?
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Inferior? That’s a possibility. If we consider ourselves to be
superior to those we are helping, it is likely that they will pick up
on this attitude. Even if we don’t say anything, our body language
can give us away.
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Burdensome? Do they get the idea that it is a huge sacrifice for us
to serve them, that we are very busy people and we really have to
hurry along to get to more important things?
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Insignificant? This can happen when we focus on the need more
than the person. We men are especially prone to this. We can get
so focused on fixing the problem that we forget the person.
Sometimes a person’s greatest need is to have someone listen to
them.
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Valued? Befriended? Cared for? Loved? Ask the Holy Spirit to
empower you to leave that fragrance behind the next time you help
someone.
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